**STANDARD FEATURES**

- Model Number is EM1-200-4848-2
- Max Capacity is 2,000 lbs (evenly distributed load)
- Deck Width is 48" 
- Deck Length is 48"
- Overall Length is 56" 
- Deck Level Height is 24" 
- Overall Height Tilted is 40 3/4" 
- Max Tilt Angle is 45° 
- Safety Slot-Lock Restraint Chain Bracket
- All Steel Construction 
- Durable Liquid Paint 
- Vestil Royal Blue Finish
- Warning: Check State and Local Codes

**SPECIAL FEATURES**

- None

**PLEASE CIRCLE SPECIFICATIONS:**

- Power: AC, DC, AIR/OIL
- Motor Voltage: 115, 208, 230, 460
- Dedicated Circuit Required
- Motor Phase: Single, Three
- Control: Hand, Foot
- Battery Chrg.: Remote, On-Board
- Chrg. Indicator: Yes, No
- *Available at additional cost

**DIMENSION TOLERANCE ± 1/4"**
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